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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

it is our great pleasure to welcome you in tallinn, estonia for the 2nd interdisciplinary cyber research 
(icr) workshop, held at the tallinn University of technology on the 2nd of July, 2016, and organised by 
tallinn University of technology centre for digital forensics and cyber security, studyit.ee and the it 
law Programme at the University of tartu.

We are glad that to see that the idea for such an interdisciplinary workshop has gained ground and that 
for a second year in a row young as well as established researchers have chosen this event to share 
their research in various disciplines related to information and communication technologies such as 
computer sciences, political and social sciences, and law. We strongly believe that such an interdiscipli-
nary format promotes connecting ideas and people across different domains, thereby allowing for the 
creation of new synergies. 

this year’s programme boasts 26 presentations from all over the world. We hope that the presenta-
tions will not only be informative about “cyber”-research carried out by other disciplines than your own, 
but also inspiring regarding your current and future research. this year we have attempted to underline 
even more the interdisciplinary nature of “cyber” by combining different research fields into common 
sessions.

the workshop will be opened by two well-known experts. Mr Jaan tallinn from the future of life institute 
will speak on “On Artificial Intelligence and Steering the Future” and Mr stephen Mason, a barrister and 
associate research fellow at the institute of advanced legal studies, will share his ideas on “Artificial 
(Software Code) Intelligence: Oh Really? And Why Judges and Lawyers Are Central to the Way We Live Now”.

Most of the speakers have been hand-picked by our international Programme committee, and the re-
sults of the call for Paper are presented in this publication. the selected abstracts explain the relevance 
of the research, outline principle research questions and expected or achieved results. hopefully these 
ideas and the discussions held during the workshop will form the bases for many extended research 
projects and academic articles!

last but not the least, we would like to thank everyone involved in organising this event: the members 
of the Programme committee for their efforts in reviewing the abstracts, moderators for guiding the 
discussions in the sessions, speakers for sharing with us their great ideas, workshop participants for 
being so engaged in the debates, staff of the tallinn University of technology for providing excellent 
support, and our sponsors from the it academy and the it law Programme at the University of tartu.

anna-Maria osula, nato ccd coe/tallinn University of technology 
olaf Maennel, tallinn University of technology 

chairs of icr2016 
tallinn, July 2016
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SESSION 1: USE AND ABUSE  
Of ThE INTERNET 

session moderated by Ms anna-Maria osUla, 
nato ccd coe/tallinn University of technology

Ms Maarja Pild, 
“liability for Posting, liking, tagging, sharing, or doing nothing 
at all on facebook”, 
Triniti

Ms Lolita Berzina, 
“aPPlication of the right to be forgotten and  
the JUrisdiction in internet”, 
University of Latvia

Ms Eva Vīksna, 
“taMing the online enVironMent – Protection of coPyright  
on the internet”, 
University of Latvia

Ms Mari Kert-Saint Aubyn, 
“case stUdy: Ukrainian electrical “grid hack””, 
NATO CCD COE
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liability for Posting, liking, tagging, 
sharing, or doing nothing at all on 
facebook

Maarja Pild  
TRINITI law firm 

Maarja.pild@triniti.ee

the following abstract is part of a Master thesis research, which concentrated on the issues to be taken 
into account in the social media defamation cases. social media has a major and an increasing role 
in our everyday lives. in addition to opportunities it bears, social media makes wide scale law infringe-
ments, including the publication of defamatory statements, possible. the amount of social media defa-
mation cases worldwide is increasing. thus, it important to study different social media features, which 
should be understood, when applying the remedies in defamation cases. social media network face-
book as the biggest social media platform in the world was used as an example throughout the thesis. 

firstly, it was analysed what kind of activates on social media network facebook can be considered as 
a publication of defamatory statements. Particularly, such social media functions as “posting”, “shar-
ing”, “liking” and “tagging” were analysed. it was concluded that all of those actions can be considered 
“publishing” under estonian law1 and court practice and, thus, can trigger liability for the activities on 
social media. however, there are some exceptional cases i.e. when a user presses the “like” button by 
accident without even noticing it, this action shall not be considered as publishing because a publisher 
must be at least aware that one has published something. in each case, the number of people who have 
had an access to, or who have actually read the defamatory statement varies and this must be taken 
into account when calculating the possible damages. attention was turned to inactivity with regard to 
published defamatory statements, e.g. on a facebook user’s wall. it was concluded that when a face-
book user does not take any actions in relation to defamatory statements published by third persons 
on its facebook page, civil liability might indeed follow. 

secondly, the criteria to be taken into account when deciding on the unlawfulness of a statement pub-
lished on social media were analysed. analysis was mainly based on the ecthr case law2 and the court 
practice of the United kingdom, where courts have had an extensive practice in social media defama-
tion cases. two criteria will be pointed out in this short abstract. firstly, style of communication and 
language usage on the internet must be taken into account. social media has given every person with 
an access to the internet a possibility to voice its opinion. the language usage on social media is not 
restricted or uncensored and cannot be compared to what we are used to read in newspapers and in 
traditional media in general. thus, even if a statement is written in vulgar words or in low style, it does 
not mean that the statement is automatically unlawful.3 secondly, the standard of proof with regard to 
defamatory statements on facebook cannot be as high as for professional journalism. the supreme 
court of estonia has taken a position that a professional journalist, in the case of republishing state-

1 Võlaõigusseadus. – rt i 2001, 81, 487… rt i, 11.03.2016, 2.
2 Most importantly: ecthr 02.02.2016, 22947/13, Magyar tartalomszolgáltatók egyesülete and in-

dex.hu zrt v. hungary; ecthr 16.06.2015, 64569/09; delfi v. estonia; ecthr 05.08.2011, 33014/05 
editorial board of Pravoye delo and shtekel v. Ukraine. 

3 see also ecthr 02.02.2016, 22947/13, Magyar tartalomszolgáltatók egyesülete and index.hu zrt 
v. hungary; ecthr 16.06.2015, 64569/09.
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ments made before in other newspaper articles, is under an obligation to prove those statements and 
cannot purely rely on the previous publication as evidence.4 however, in the social media context, when 
a social media user republishes (e.g. by sharing) a newspaper article published before in a professional 
newspaper, the user should not be required to prove statements made in the article. 

thirdly, the scope of an obligation to act was examined in situations when the user stayed inactive to-
wards defamatory statements published by a third person on the user’s facebook wall. in the context of 
social media, it was concluded that a user might be found liable when it does not take a clearly defama-
tory statement down after a notification from a third person or after noticing the statement himself. 
however, it does not mean that facebook users have an obligation to prevent defamatory statements 
on their facebook pages as this obligation can cause a serious chilling effect with regard to freedom 
of speech. 

in conclusion, it was found that when the context and the special features of social media are left aside, 
it is impossible to provide a proper balanced protection of personal rights in defamation cases.

Keywords: social media, facebook, defamation, civil liability

 

4 rktko 13.05.2005, 3-2-1-17-05.
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aPPlication of the right  
to be forgotten and  
the JUrisdiction in internet

Lolita Bērziņa 
University of Latvia 

berzina.lolita@gmail.com

almost everyone who has used an internet search engine has also tried to find in it information about 
himself, his friends, colleagues or other persons. the right to be forgotten means that these search 
results might not include the data the particular person does not want to share with broader public.1 

however, as everything connected with the it law – it is not as easy as it sounds. the right to be for-
gotten is a very illustrative example of the fight between two approaches on regulating the internet 
– “national internets” vs. “internet without borders”. namely, one of the main complications in regards 
the application of this right is the issue connected with the jurisdiction in internet in general. as it is 
well known, one of the most popular search engines – google – is located in the Us, but the right to 
be forgotten is the “invention” of another, completely different legal system – the eU. to make it more 
knotty, there is no consensus even among the eU states on what are the preconditions for them to be 
allowed to exercise their jurisdiction over data processors operating mainly outside their territory. also 
the search giant google has contributed to the complexity of the situation by claiming that the right 
to be forgotten must not be applied to its global search domain google.com, but only to the european 
country-based search domains.2 but is it really so?

taking into account the issues described above, the author outlines the following research questions: 

1. What are the general rules of jurisdiction on internet? 
2. how are those rules practically applied? 
3. how are the internet jurisdiction rules applied to the right to be forgotten? 
4. What are the possible solutions of the issues regarding the application of the right to be forgotten?

by previous research of the academic writings and the case law of national and international courts, 
the author has concluded that the approaches towards the jurisdictional issues differ from state to 
state and from one author to another. the most common approach is that the principle of effects 
should be applied to effectively and completely protect the rights of individuals, including such funda-
mental rights as the right to privacy. however, the use of this principle in internet is controversial, as any 
state anywhere in the world could claim that it is affected by any material available online.3

1 13 May 2014 cJeU judgment in case: c-131/12 google spain un google. available at: 
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=152065&pageindex=0&doclang=
en&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=263649

2 the advisory council to google on the right to be forgotten. 6 february 2015, p.19. available at: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0b1UgzshetMd4cei3sjlvV0hnbda/view

3 see e.g.: alsenoy van b., koekkoek M. internet and Jurisdiction after google 
spain: the extra-territorial reach of the eu’s rright to be forgotten leuven centre for global 
governance studies: Working Paper no. 152, March 2015. available at:  
https://ghum.kuleuven.be/ggs/publications/working_papers/new_series/wp151-160/wp152-alse-
noy-koekkoek.pdf

http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=152065&pageIndex=0&doclang=en&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=263649
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B1UgZshetMd4cEI3SjlvV0hNbDA/view
https://ghum.kuleuven.be/ggs/publications/working_papers/new_series/wp151-160/wp152-alsenoy-koekkoek.pdf
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some of the issues regarding the jurisdiction can also be connected with misapplication of existing 
regulations. the court of Justice of the european Union recognized the right to be forgotten by inter-
preting the data Protection directive of the european Union. the same directive also determines the 
rules, which must be used in determining the applicable national law.4 the author has found that, for 
example, in latvia, these rules have been inappropriately implemented in national law5, therefore cre-
ating obstacles for national institutions, such as data Protection inspectorate, for hearing complaints 
about data processors established outside the state territory, including, google. 

another controversy of the jurisdiction could be seen by the attitude expressed by the google till the be-
ginning of this year by implementing the right to be forgotten only in the national search domains, but 
not in the globally accessible search domain google.com. one can agree with google that if national 
regulations (or the regulations of several states, such as eU) will be enforced on the global content, 
the internet will only be as free as the most restrictive state in the world allows it to be. on the other 
hand – the right to be forgotten and other internet regulations lose much of their sense if they can be 
circumvented by couple of simple clicks needed to access global search engines. 

however, the situation might not be as critical as it has been drawn by several data protection activ-
ists or the contrary group – the ones who claim that the right to be forgotten is the worst limitation 
on freedom of expression created6. by the research conducted so far the author has found that the 
domain-based approach is not the only way on how to enforce the right to be forgotten, but there are 
other technical solutions for that. to name one – the geographical filtering of search requests, which 
also has its flows, but nonetheless might serve the purpose of protection of fundamental rights more 
effectively. this approach has also recently been adopted by the google. but again, the issue is not 
solved yet. the french data protection authority has rejected the approach stating that “a person’s 
right to privacy could not depend on the geographic origin of those viewing the search results”7, by that 
illustrating the different views and approaches regarding the jurisdiction on internet. 

the research is based on use of variety of scientific methods and sources. the main method of the re-
search is the analysis, both deductive and inductive, of the legal regulations, case law and legal doctrine. 
additionally the comparative method is used to analyze and compare approaches of different states 
and legal systems towards applicability of the right to be forgotten and jurisdiction in the internet in 
general. furthermore, historical, systemic and teleological were used as supplementary research tools. 

above mentioned findings are part of the ongoing research conducted by the author during her Phd 
studies.

Keywords: right to be forgotten, data protection, internet search engines, Jurisdiction on internet

4 directive 95/46/ec of the european Parliament and of the council of 24 october 1995 on the 
protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement 
of such data. official Journal l 281, 23/11/1995 P. 0031 – 0050, article 4.

5 Personal data Protection law of the republic of latvia. official publication (latvijas Vēstnesis 
nr.123/124) 06/04/2000, article 3.

6 see e.g.: rosen J. symposium issue: the right to be forgotten. 
stanford law review, 2012. 13. february. available at:  
http://www.stanfordlawreview.org/online/privacy-paradox/right-to-be-forgotten

7 right to be delisted: the cnil restricted committee imposes a €100,000 fine on google. 
cnil, 24 March 216. available at:  
https://www.cnil.fr/en/right-be-delisted-cnil-restricted-committee-imposes-eu100000-fine-google

http://www.stanfordlawreview.org/online/privacy-paradox/right-to-be-forgotten
https://www.cnil.fr/en/right-be-delisted-cnil-restricted-committee-imposes-eu100000-fine-google
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taMing the online enVironMent – 
Protection of coPyright  
on the internet

Eva Vīksna 
University of Latvia 

eva.viksna@gmail.com

internet is borderless, but the protection of rights is often quite limited depending on which state has 
jurisdiction and what kind of protection is afforded in a given state. copyright is just one example of 
state’s struggle to keep up with advancements in technological field and taming the online environ-
ment. When it is clear that downloading and distributing protected works on “peer-to-peer” networks 
without authorization is illegal,1 people have been very creative and developed new ways how to breach 
the law and try to escape liability. 

the focus of this paper are some of the recent issues in european Union law regarding copyright pro-
tection online, especially the problem of online streaming and similar services.2 Main research method-
ology includes analyzing practice of court of Justice of the european Union, comparing national legal 
acts and practice, and looking at opinions of legal scholars. 

the result of this paper is analysis of weather and under what circumstances a website or service, that 
provides links to copyright-protected works made directly accessible, without the authorization of the 
right holders, may be found liable; and if and when a user could be found liable for accessing and view-
ing copyright-protected content. 

the first issue that has been much talked about is linking. it derives from the current court of Justice 
of the european Union case-law, that linking to works freely available on another websites does not 
constitute a breach of copyright, if the initial communication was authorized by the right holder and 
no new technological means were used to access the material.3 this leads to a conclusion that when 
these criteria are not met, there is an infringement of copyright. however, advocate general has re-
cently challenged this position, arguing that linking is not copyright relevant at all when it leads to freely 
available material on the internet. to follow the previous reasoning of court of Justice of the european 
Union would seriously harm internet users.4 this opinion is worth listening to because of the importance 
of free speech on the internet and the chilling effect potential liability for linking could bring. 

1 fung W. M. J., lakhani a. combatting peer-to-peer file sharing of copyrighted material via 
anti-piracy laws: issues, trends, and solutions, computer law & security review, Volume 29,  
issue 4, august 2013, p. 384–385.

2 see e.g. recent request for a preliminary ruling from the rechtbank Midden-nederland 
(netherlands) lodged on 5 october 2015 – stichting brein v Jack frederik Wullems,  
currently trading under the name filmspeler (case c-527/15). available:  
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=173706&pageindex=0&doclang=
en&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=477770

3 Judgement of cJeU, 13 february 2014, c-466/12 svensson, ecli:eU:c:2014:76; 
order of cJeU 21 october 2014, c-348/13 BestWater International, eU:c:2014:2315.

4 opinion of advocate general Wathelet delivered on 7 april 2016, c-160/15 gs Media BV, 
ecli:eU:c:2016:221.

http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=173706&pageIndex=0&doclang=EN&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=477770
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however, the problem that arises with removing copyright assertions from linking could harm right 
holders’ interests, as there are many websites and services that don’t store protected works, however 
post links to them. and there are many users that use such services not to download the works, but just 
stream online. 

one proposal to this problem would be to use already available means, i.e., liability of direct perpetra-
tors – those who uploaded the protected works, or injunctions to delete the illegally uploaded content 
and potential liability of intermediaries if they do not cooperate and act. the websites who provide 
links could also be held liable if they knowingly and deliberately create means to infringe copyrights. 
however, when it comes to content viewers’ liability, the appropriate approach should take into account 
the necessity not to impair the normal functioning of the internet and not to create a chilling effect 
on freedom of receive and impart information. even though imposing liability on those users who ac-
cess protected material would be a very effective approach to protect right holders’ rights, it would be 
disproportionate and would not lead to a just result. even if a criteria requiring “knowing” access to pro-
tected works was added, its evaluation would be too difficult and the harmful consequences on internet 
users would not be outweighed by the gains to copyright protection. instead of repressive approaches 
a more forthcoming approach would be more effective by providing alternatives to illegal streaming.

another problem regarding streaming arises because of territoriality of copyright. i.e., there are many 
services that are available only in some countries or differentiate the offer, so some people use techni-
cal means to still access these services (often paying the required fees etc.). for now, this illegal access 
may be seen as a breach of copyright law too, however not forever – as the territoriality of such services 
bring questions about the free movement of goods and services in the european Union.5 if copyright 
rules are indeed adjusted so that in future there is also free movement of copyright related services, it 
will be a great example of effective and balanced approach to copyright issues – not just protecting the 
right holder’s interests, but also reaching a favorable result for users. 

an important consideration must be made in all cases – there are advantages and disadvantages 
to various approaches to copyright protection, however the competing interests should be balanced 
fairly and the most effective solution should be sought. development of technology should not be im-
paired but embraced. When copyright infringers get more creative, copyright protectors should become 
smarter. 

Keywords: copyright, online streaming, linking, user liability

5 communication from the commission to the european Parliament, the council, 
the european economic and social committee and the committee of the regions:  
towards a modern, more european copyright framework. brussels, 9.12.2015,  
coM(2015) 626 final.
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case stUdy:  
Ukrainian electrical grid “hack”

Mari Kert-Saint Aubyn 
NATO CCD COE 

mari.kert@gmail.com 

as a result of series of violent, deadly pro-Western protests in kyiv, Ukraine in 2015, a former pro-rus-
sian president yanukovych was ousted. the new pro-european government is dealing with the occupa-
tion of crimea by russia and an armed conflict in eastern Ukraine where separatist forces, allegedly 
backed by the russian federation, are fighting for independence. on the 23rd of december 2015, three 
electrical grids in Ukraine were under coordinated cyber operation executed within 30 minutes of each 
other and that impacted around 225,000 households in the region of West-Ukraine. the operation 
demonstrated a variety of tactics and techniques to adapt to the defences and the environment of the 
three targets that were impacted. analyses based on open-source claim that malware (blackenergy31  
that enabled killdisk2) was used to get control or influence operating systems in electrical power plants 
in Western Ukraine. social engineering techniques were likely used to plant the malware (infection 
through an excel file).3 this case is important because these cyber attacks against the Ukrainian power 
grids are the first publicly acknowledged instances that result in physical power outages.4 

this research will look at compile the facts of the case, the political context and examine potential 
legal considerations both on the national level and on the international level. from the perspective of 
domestic laws in Ukraine, this research will look into the maturity of the laws present that could be used 
in such an incident such as criminal laws and the existence of general policies in Ukraine governing the 
operation and protection of critical infrastructures such as the electricity grid. 

furthermore, in-depth analysis on the application of international law will be conducted. Questions such 
as whether international law of armed conflict applies and the precise ramifications under such regime 
will be further analysed using the tallinn Manual on the international law applicable to cyber warfare. 
the precise analysis on whether the Ukrainian power outage constituted an attack under the additional 
Protocol i regime or whether it was just a mere inconvenience will be looked at. if an attack, was this a 
lawful target following the principles of distinction? furthermore, other principles of international law 
such as sovereignty and the principle of non-intervention will be analysed. 

this analysis is part of a compendium of incidents that can be used for research and as a basis for 
discussions on the employment, effect and consequences of cyber incidents. the analysis draws on the 
open-source information and evidence of the incidents outlining the political context and background,  
identifying the facts of each incident including the methods, targets, origin, effects and countermeasures 
used as well as building an extensive legal analysis. the Ukrainian electrical grid hack will be the first case 
that will be analysed for this project in the nato cooperative cyber defence centre of excellence.

Keywords: Ukraine, electricity grid hack, power outage, international law

1 http://motherboard.vice.com/en_uk/read/the-malware-that-led-to-the-ukrainian-blackout 
2 https://www.eset.com/int/about/newsroom/research/eset-finds-connection-between-cyber-espio-
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oUr ProPosed siP-based distribUted 
reflection denial of serVice (drdos) 
attacks & effectiVe defense MechanisM

Ismail Melih Tas, Basak Gencer Unsalver and Selcuk Baktir 
Bahcesehir University, Bahcesehir University / Netas Telekom, Bahcesehir University 
i.melih.tas@gmail.com – basakgencer@gmail.com – selcuk.baktir@bahcesehir.edu.tr

in this study, we describe Voice over internet Protocol (VoiP) and session initiation Protocol (siP) tech-
nologies’ advantages along with the disadvantages. We also explore its vulnerabilities due to its iP 
based nature, listing some known vulnerabilities. a distributed reflected denial of service (drdos) 
attack is demonstrated and approaches for defense are argued. the aim of this study is to emphasize 
the vulnerabilities in UdP-based siP signaling against reflection-based attacks that can be exploited to 
conduct drdos attacks against siP services.

VoiP is a technology for transmitting data packets through the internet. With the usage of siP technolo-
gies, VoiP became more popular. data transmission in the VoiP technology is vulnerable to the entire 
set of threats that are applicable to an iP network, and this presents an inherent security risk for VoiP 
systems. the main concerns about the security of a system can be identified as confidentiality, authen-
ticity, integrity and availability. [1] 

in another study denial of service (dos) attacks are named as “one of the most alarming threats on the 
internet” as chen mentions. [2] dos attacks can be directed towards any network element to disrupt 
the system’s functionality or the networking capabilities of the corresponding component. 

dos attacks on siP systems are listed in 5 categories. [2] they are legitimate Message flooding, 
invalid Message flooding, distributed reflection dos (drdos), Malformed Messages and spoofed 
Messages attacks.

reflection-based attacks are attacks against the challenge-response authentication mechanism that 
use the same protocol on both directions. the main idea of the reflection attacks is to trick the target 
to respond to the attacker’s challenge. drdos can be compared to a dos attack where there are serv-
ers and multipoint communication between the source and the destination. it is much more aggressive 
than the traditional dos attacks.

in a drdos attack, attacker spoofs the victim’s iP address and sends a request for information via UdP 
to reflectors known to respond to that type of request. the reflectors answer the request and send 
(reflect) the response to the victim’s iP address. thus, from the reflector’s perspective, the victim sent 
the original request. 

this work concentrates on the application of reflection attacks to UdP-based siP services that would 
result in drdos attacks. in this study, we described iP-based reflection attacks and assess the efficacy 
of a new approach for implementing reflection attacks on siP services. our literature search shows our 
suggested siP-based drdos attack study is not entirely new, it is mentioned in literature but there 
aren’t any real-life examples, experienced in real networks before. [3, 4]

We developed our drdos attack simulator. We developed two drdos attacks named as “siP request 
reflection” and “siP response reflection” by exploiting the identified vulnerabilities in siP and, using our 
drdos attack simulator, implemented these attacks in our laboratory environment. 

for “siP request reflection attack”, our attack simulator misuses the proxy servers to route siP re-
quests to a victim by including victim’s iP address in Via and record-route headers of all siP requests 
that it sends to reflectors.
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for “siP response reflection attack”, our attack simulator forces siP proxies to act as a reflectors but 
including victim’s iP addresses in top Via headers of all siP requests that it sends to reflectors (siP prox-
ies). then reflectors will send back negative responses to the victim. negatives responses may be not 
found, authentication challenge, call does not exists, etc. reflectors may be any siP components such 
as registrars, proxy servers and siP phones etc. 

our proposed defense mechanism against the proposed siP-based drdos attacks has three main 
modules namely with statistics, inspection and action. 

statistics Module collects a window of traffic periodically (hourly, daily, weekly, monthly) and for each of 
them, it creates a sample traffic pattern especially considering network and siP packet specifications. 
this sample is named normal traffic pattern.

statistics Module also has its own threshold calculator that obtains the method from “novel siP-based 
ddos attacks with effective defense strategies” study. according to threshold calculation in this study, 
there should be initial inbound and outbound traffic values defined. Measuring the bandwidth usages and 
packets per seconds for a time period, the learning mechanism calculates the attack traffic threshold. [5]

When the current traffic rate reaches the attack traffic threshold, the inspection Module becomes ac-
tive and compares the normal traffic pattern to the suspected attack traffic pattern. inspecting the siP 
specifications that include the headers and tags in siP messages such as call-id, from tag, branch tag, 
etc. the mechanism aims to identify how much of the suspicious traffic is auto-generated and should 
be dropped in action module of the defense mechanism. 

We have prepared a laboratory environment for the VoiP/siP security activities and simulated drdos 
attacks on that laboratory environment. We used specific software and applications included in the 
VoiP/siP security laboratory environment. in VoiP/siP security laboratory environment, siP registration, 
siP session initiation and termination processes have been done on a VoiP/siP network that implies 
enterprise grade Unified communication environment. [6]

Using oracle Virtualbox environment along with other kali linux tools; our attacker code uses siPp tool in 
its background in order to generate custom siP messages and has its own spoofed iP address generator 
itself to be able to spoof iP addresses in the osi network layer. We implemented “siP response reflection” 
and “siP request reflection” attack scenarios and tried to deplete the resources of siP server and clients.

due to the mobile nature of VoiP, siP clients are typically mobile and do not use static iP addresses, 
therefore iP-based black-list and white-list prevention mechanisms do not provide an effective solution 
for siP based environments. 

We simulated our drdos attacks in our laboratory environment. according to results of these simula-
tions, our attacks proved to bypass existing network protection systems such as firewalls, intrusion 
detection systems (ids) and intrusion Prevention systems (iPs) along with the black-list, iP address 
based rate-limiting and packet-count based rate-limiting countermeasures. 

We also proved that, siP request reflection attack is more harmful than siP response reflection at-
tack because the request processing logic is more complicated than the response processing logic. 

Keywords: VoiP, siP, VoiP security, siP security, dos, ddos, drdos, iP spoofing, reflection
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Public facing networks are likely under regular attack (Pang, yegneswaran, barford, raxson, & Peterson, 
2004) and attacks are constantly evolving (chunlei, Qing, & yigi, 2012). the network security profes-
sionals tasked with the defence of critical infrastructure, such as the payment system and the elec-
tronic infrastructure of the military, must have sufficient training and practice to assure, depending on 
requirements, the availability, integrity and privacy of critical systems. several european governments 
train their network security professionals through nato’s locked shields defence exercise. the critical 
part of the exercise is the debriefing since that is where the defending teams learn which attacks were 
successful and how those attacks took place. during the debriefing the attacking (red) team explains 
to the defending (blue) teams how successful attacks took place and how the blue teams can better 
defend their systems. to gain a good understanding of attacks the red team needs to support their 
explanation by showing the network data flows that led to the successful attacks. (excellence, 2015)

typically network data flows are represented textually through tools such as Wireshark or ethereal. 
these tools break data flows into “packets”, which is a collection of data that is related to each other, 
such as the contents of a web page. Various information about the packet is displayed, such as where 
the packet came from and where it is headed, the method with which it was transported and the con-
tents of the packet. however, a single system or set of systems may be targeted with similar attacks 
frequently or the attacks may be complicated and spread over several packets. as a result, many pack-
ets may need to be analysed to understand an attack.

conti et al (conti et al., 2006) published a study that shows that the maximum number of packets net-
work security professional can analyse at the same time is limited to 6,600 packets when the informa-
tion is presented textually. any more packets lead to “information overflow”. information overflow oc-
curs when there is too much information to be analysed at the same time. as a result, no useful analysis 
of the data can be performed. the study also found that, if a visualization method is used to present the 
packets, the maximum number of packets that can be analysed at the same time increases to 100,000. 
a visualization method represents some information about a packet, such as where the packet came 
from and where is headed, graphically to make the information easier to understand.

conti’s study motivates the use of packet visualization methods to support the debriefing of nato’s locked 
shields. several visualization tools already exist, however, these tools are designed for attack forensics and 
not to support debriefing. the present study will investigate whether attacks used in the 2015 locked 
shields exercise (ls15) can be effectively visualized using existing tools. in cases where existing visualization 
methods are found to be lacking, recommendations will be provided about what upgrades and changes to 
existing tools or new tools are needed to visualize packets associated with the attacks to support debriefing.

the project attempts to visualize the attacks defined in (excellence, 2015) and found in the ls15 data 
using the intrusion detection tools snort, bro and suricata using existing packet visualization tech-
niques, such as (okada, 2013), (Muelder, Ma, & bartoletti, 2005) and (conti et al., 2006). however, the 
list of attacks in (excellence, 2015) is not exhaustive and some attacks, such as bozok 1.5.1, are not well 
documented. additionally, some of the attacks used in ls15 are custom made for the defence exercise 
and hence publicly available signatures are not expected to be available for those attacks.
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to be able to work with the ls15 data some supporting methods were developed. the data from ls15 has 
a hierarchical file structure shown in figure 1. the project aims to visualize attacks that use both iPv4 and 
iPv6. the attacks were identified using the nids snort which is capable of reading packet recordings one file 
at a time. therefore, the need to recombine the iPv4 and iPv6 packet capture files arises. additionally, some 
of the packet capture files are not in a format that is readable with the Pcap.net library used in the project.

figure 1. hierarchical file structure of the ls15 date.

the files are recombined by reading the first packet of each file, ordering the files from the earliest to 
the latest date and writing the earliest packet to the output file. after reading each packet, the order is 
checked and the files are sorted, if required. When the end of a file is reached it is deleted from the list. a 
new output file is started once the current output file reaches the minimum file size. once an output file 
is closed the ndis analysis is started. once the nids analysis for a file finishes the alarms are analysed. 

the output of snort are alarms and the packets that generated the alarms. due to the large volume 
of alarms it is desirable to produce summary reports. to investigate a particular alarm identified in the 
summary report further, the detailed alarm or the packets snort captured for the alarm need to be in-
spected. however, due to the large volume of output data, it is difficult to find the appropriate packets. 
as a result, the need for packet searching arises. the project has developed a packet searching algo-
rithm that uses packet examples and makes use of class inheritance to search for matching packets, 
inspired by sQl database queries. for example, an iP address can be checked based on whether it 
matches an address, falls in a range of addresses or belongs to a network.

one of the attacks identified in the ls15 data uses sMtP command and response buffer overflows. Most 
of the command buffer overflows occur over iPv4 and some response buffer overflows are sent over iPv6 
making them difficult to understand. Preliminary results indicate that a network visualization tool, such as 
gephi, together with time information will be useful to support the understanding of the attack.

Keywords: Visualization, Packet, internet, cyber security, nids, network
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1. introdUction
the core idea of my project is to extract user needs from online open sources complementing traditional 
sources used to elicit and prioritize software requirements. in order to fuel the information generated in 
this way into requirements prioritization activities we first should classify user needs according to their 
importance. the kano model, developed by noriaki kano in the 1980s [1], is one of the best options to do 
this. the kano model defines the relationship between user satisfaction and product attributes. it defines 
five categories of user needs that have different effects on user satisfaction. those are o, a, M, i, r1 [2, 3, 4].

to elicit customers’ perceptions of product attributes, the kano questionnaire is needed. it is composed of a 
pair of questions, functional question and dysfunctional question that is asked per attribute. table 1 shows 
the evaluation table of the kano model. the table has five answer options (2, 1, 0, -1, -2)2 for each functional 
question and each dysfunctional question. each interviewee answers the paired questions about an attribute 
and each answer pair leads to one of the five categories [5]. after categorizing all paired answers, the most 
frequent category is considered to represent the interviewees’ satisfaction of this attribute.

dysfunctional Question

2 1 0 -1 -2

functional Question

2 Q3 a a a o

1 r i i i M

0 r i i i M

-1 r i i i M

-2 r r r r Q

Table1. evaluation table of the kano model

to implement the kano model on data from online open sources, we first filter out the sentiment informa-
tion expressing a person’s feeling from online reviews, comments, and questions. then, we transfer the 
sentiment information into a data set similar to the format of the kano model. for example, the state-
ment “i dislike x very much!” represents a very negative answer to the functional question, and “i would 
be very happy if there is no function x.” represents a very positive answer to the dysfunctional answer 
regarding feature x. We put all answers to the functional questions in one “yes” (y) vector, and all answers 
to the dysfunctional questions in one vector “no” (n) vector.

1 o=one-dimensional Quality, a=attractive Quality, M=Must-be Quality, i=indifferent Quality, 
r=reverse Quality.

2 2 = i like it, 1 = it must be like that, 0 = i am neutral, -1 = i can tolerate it, -2 = i dislike it.
3 Q = Questionable. 
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one of the biggest problems we are facing is how to pair the required input to the kano model without 
conducting interviews with real people giving answers to both functional and dysfunctional questions. 
the reviews and comments from online source are usually unpaired, so that we cannot process the 
data following the traditional kano model. because of this, we design kano-like model algorithms for 
unpaired data.

We propose two kinds of kano-like models, i.e., half-kano model and deformed-kano model. the as-
sumption of the half-kano model is that we only have either answers to the functional question or 
answers to the dysfunctional question. the assumption of the deformed-kano model is that answers 
to the functional and the dysfunctional questions are from the same group of people.

2. half-kano Model
to implement the kano-like model on unpaired data, we assume an extreme case, each time when we have 
an interview with our interviewees, we ask only functional questions or only dysfunctional questions relating 
to one software feature, hence we only get two groups of responses for functional and dysfunctional ques-
tions from different interviewees. in this case, we cannot use two responses from different interviewees to 
classify one person’s satisfaction and based on that derive the satisfaction category the software feature 
belongs to. however, we can implement an algorithm which calculates probabilities with which a software 
feature would be classified based on the responses for the functional and the dysfunctional questions. 
since the data in the y and the n vectors are not matched, the half-kano model is not a traditional kano 
model. but we calculate the probabilities following the traditional kano model. the difference is that in this 
method, we use each signal value from y and n vectors to derive a satisfaction category.

3. deforMed-kano Model
the limitation of half-kano model algorithm is that its output has a low accurateness compared with 
the output of the traditional kano model. according to this, we propose another assumption. We as-
sume that the responses are from the same group of people, but we lost the links between answers to 
functional and dysfunctional questions.

We sequentially pick a number of the y vector to combine with each number of the n vector to derive 
the satisfaction categories, and then we get a list of satisfaction categories. after each value in the 
y vector has been combined with all values of the n vector, we calculate the overall proportion of the 
appearance of each category.

4. conclUsion
We use r language to simulate the algorithms we proposed above. We randomly assign 20 times of (2, 
1, 0, -1, -2) to y and n vectors to simulate responses of one feature. next, we run each algorithm100 
times. each time we get a probability distribution showing the probability of which satisfaction cat-
egory the assumed feature belongs to. We calculate the mean value and the standard deviation of 
the probability of each category. according to the simulation results, we find that the output of the 
deformed-kano model is always close to that of the traditional kano model.

Keywords: kano model, User needs, software requirements Prioritization, online sources.
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digital technologies offer ordinary citizens various mediated opportunities to, engage in the public 
sphere. however, these new technologies also fragment, individualize and polarize communication. in 
fact, it has been argued that the new public sphere is occupied by multiple parallel publics and counter-
publics that coexist in relation to an abundance of digitalized symbolic material, which lends itself to re-
modeling a multitude of interpretations (downey & fenton 2003). With regard to the anti-immigration 
movement and nationalist networks, the fragmentation of the public spaces can be interpreted as a 
creation of isolated echo chambers for voicing and reinforcing socially unacceptable opinions (hirvo-
nen, 2013).

furthermore, digital technologies and networked publics give the ordinary citizens a chance to “contrib-
ute to the growth of mediated populism” (alvares & dalgren 2016: 48). regardless the fact that various 
scholars have struggled to find universal and comprehensive definition for the term populism, the term 
still remains “a slippery signifier” (ibid). thus, in the context of the paper i rely on alvares and dalgren 
(2016: 49) who suggest treating the term ‘populism’ as “devoid of overarching political programs”. 

although first seven migrants to arrive to estonia under the eU quota system arrived in late March 
2016, recent study suggests that one in five estonians considers migration to be the biggest problem 
that estonian society is faced with, at the moment (cavegn 2016). in fact, it has been claimed that the 
current european refugee crises has polarized estonian society as the interests of corrupt politicians 
and an unrepresentative elite ‘shut’ citizens out of power. 

the paper will present the findings of an ongoing qualitative study which is carried out with members 
of a public anti-immigration facebook group “estonians against refugees quotas”, the largest anti-
immigration facebook group (more than 15 000 members). currently i am carrying out semi-structured 
individual interviews (n=12) with active members of the group with an aim to find out what were their 
reasons and motivation behind joining this facebook group. furthermore, my intention is also to study 
what kind of role the members of the group apply to social media and their facebook group in particu-
lar, in estonian public debates about the refugee crises. 

the preliminary findings of the study propose that social media in general and anti-immigration groups 
in facebook in particular, are seen as the only possible venue for ordinary members of the public i.e. “the 
people” to voice their opinion and speak their minds on the matter as the mainstream and traditional 
media channels but also online news commenting has been taken over by the “elites” i.e. corrupt politi-
cians, journalists and so-called opinion leaders. 

analysis of the data suggests that there are three main reasons for joining the anti-immigration face-
book group. in addition to the need to voice one’s opinion on the topic the majority of the interviewees 
shared a deep distrust of estonian mainstream media and had joined the facebook group because 
they felt in need for additional information about the refugee crises. the interviewees responses sug-
gest that estonian mainstream media has also failed in living up to the ‘ethics of hospitality’ (horsti & 
nikunen 2013) and mainly used silencing tactics. the inability to treat various voices of the immigration 
debate respectfully has also led to the fact that the leading figures of the anti-immigration movement, 
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as well as populist parties supporting such views have become popular heroes of free speech amongst 
the interviewees. furthermore, similar to Mouffe (2005), all the interviewees believe that european 
integration is identified with the authoritarian strategy of the elites. in fact, the findings of the study 
suggest that the majority of the interviewees shared an idealized sense of community which was 
contrasted to “the other” i.e. an unrepresentative elite who ‘shut’ citizens out of power (canovan, 2002 
referred to in barr, 2009: 31). in the majority of cases the interviewees stated that the principle force 
behind voicing their concerns about immigration was the desire to preserve and protect cultural identity 
of their homeland and its european values. 
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technological innovations such as paperless court proceedings and electronic case files should, in cases 
dealing with procedural laws, always be supported by legal regulation. in estonian civil and adminis-
trative proceedings all county and district court documents must be filed through public e-file system 
unless the documents include specific privileged information such as state secrets or details about 
adoption. in addition, parallel interrelated technological systems exist for case management in courts 
and for providing and distributing state legal aid. transition to a fully digital criminal procedure is also 
planned in the near future.1 the goal seems to be a uniform paperless court system where documents 
are presented and exchanged and judgements delivered through the same electronic means.

digital evidence is used as proof in all courts across all jurisdictions and legal systems. as timely electronic 
filing and delivery of documents is inextricably linked with deadlines in both material and procedural law, it 
is safe to conclude that digital evidence, be it through communicating claims and applications to a judge 
or using it as items of evidence in a case at hand, plays an important role in all estonian court proceedings. 

although the use of public e-file system is regulated, to date there have been no specific amendments 
made in estonian procedural law for dealing with digital evidence. in practice, general rules of admis-
sibility and collection of evidence are interpreted to fit the digital form. the practice of over-interpreta-
tion and lack of formal procedural rules for such evidence has been criticized by some authors.

the practical need to enable better collection and use of digital evidence with regard to fundamental 
rights has been acknowledged by the chancellor of Justice, estonian bar association and judges of the 
supreme court.2 consequently, enabling better use of digital evidence is one of the strategic goals set 
out by the Ministry of Justice in the upcoming revision of criminal procedure.3

discussions concerning digital evidence are not exclusive to estonia. for over a decade many studies 
and authors have concluded that digital evidence, given its specific nature, may require its own proce-
dural rules to be fully usable in court. the type of legislation is under debate and no uniform solution 
exists. the common goal is to fulfil the requirement of legal security. 

recommendations for specific regulation concerning digital evidence have been brought up on the 
european level4 as well as even the broadest studies conducted by United nations office on drugs and 
crime. their study on cybercrime mentioned that while some investigative actions are achievable with 
traditional powers, many procedural provisions do not translate well from a spatial, object-oriented ap-
proach to one involving data storage and real-time data flows.5 it must be added that the possibility to 
interpret traditional rules of evidence does not guarantee legal predictability and certainty.

1 kriminaalmenetlusõiguse revisjoni lähteülesanne. Justiitsministeerium, 2015, p 9. available online: 
http://www.just.ee/sites/www.just.ee/files/kriminaalmenetluse_revisjoni_lahteulesanne.pdf

2 e. kergandberg. eesti kriminaalmenetlus: mõned rindeteated. – Juridica iV/2013.
3 kriminaalmenetlusõiguse revisjoni lähteülesanne, p 9.
4 the admissibility of electronic evidence in court. cybex, 2006. available online: 

https://www.itu.int/osg/csd/cybersecurity/Wsis/3rd_meeting_docs/contributions/libro_aeec_en.pdf
5 comprehensive study on cybercrime. United nations office on drugs and crime, 2013, p 54. 

available online: https://www.unodc.org/documents/organized-crime/Unodc_ccPcJ_eg.4_2013/
cybercriMe_stUdy_210213.pdf

http://www.just.ee/sites/www.just.ee/files/kriminaalmenetluse_revisjoni_lahteulesanne.pdf
https://www.itu.int/osg/csd/cybersecurity/WSIS/3rd_meeting_docs/contributions/libro_aeec_en.pdf
https://www.unodc.org/documents/organized-crime/UNODC_CCPCJ_EG.4_2013/CYBERCRIME_STUDY_210213.pdf
https://www.unodc.org/documents/organized-crime/UNODC_CCPCJ_EG.4_2013/CYBERCRIME_STUDY_210213.pdf
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My doctoral research deals with the question how and to which extent the general rules of evidence 
can and should be interpreted to allow full use of digital evidence in court. digital evidence may require 
special rules and amendments to be fully admissible. currently there is no legal definition for digital 
evidence in estonian procedural laws and also no clear answer when evidence in its digital form should 
be considered usable. although use of digital evidence in courts is widely accepted in practice the ques-
tions of its admissibility have not been fully analysed. 

collection of digital evidence without damaging admissibility is even more uncertain. While in criminal 
procedure, questions of proportionality and fundamental rights arise, then the collection and use of dig-
ital evidence in civil proceedings has its own problems, starting with jurisdictional questions and ending 
with the lack of a discovery procedure in estonian civil procedure.

the estonian supreme court has found that e-mail printouts cannot be considered reliable by them-
selves and additional technical means to establish reliability must be used. Metadata and the source of 
data must also be analysed. how exactly this should work in a legal environment and whether an expert 
should always be present is uncertain. 

My research will use the comparative method, where concepts used for digital evidence in similar con-
tinental european legal systems to estonia will be analysed. for example, it is unclear whether issues 
dealing with eligibility of digital evidence should be resolved before the prosecutor gains actual access 
to data and main court proceedings start. it is also unclear whether special amendments based on prin-
ciples of digital forensics should be added into procedural law to define digital evidence, electronic de-
vice, hash value, forensic copy and metadata. additionally, topical court decisions will also be analysed.

it is unclear whether the common law approach to digital evidence should also be considered as the 
exchange and storage of data often takes place in another jurisdiction and the legitimacy of digital 
evidence in an estonian court can actually depend on the data protection requirements and the limits 
on evidence collection of a common law country. 

there is currently no uniform solution for handling digital evidence in court proceedings. there remains 
hope that a golden ratio of procedural rules can be determined which would balance the need for col-
lection and use of digital evidence in court proceedings with fundamental rights and legal certainty.

Keywords: digital evidence, electronic evidence, admissibility of evidence
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VisUalising cyber criMe based 
 on the e-criMe ProJect: MaPPing  
the JoUrneys of cyber criMinals

Tiia Sõmer 
Tallinn University of Technology 

Tiia.somer@ttu.ee

While we all use the business benefits of internet, cyberspace offers the same benefits to those who 
attack us – cyber criminals. Policing practices in general use evidence and reports on existing crimes. 
this makes understanding crimes valuable and cyber crimes are no exception. Understanding how 
crimes take place enables us to understand the modus operandi of particular types of cybercrime, and 
it will enable the discovery of patterns used by criminals in their business models, technical solutions 
and monetisation. advances in this area could inform policy and practice in major ways. 

crime fighting initiatives usually use the types of crime and the frequence of crimes as a basis. this in 
itself is not always enough in understanding cyber crimes, and this research paper discusses ways in 
which visualisation can help here and a produces a visual picture of a generic cyber crime. crime script-
ing and journey mapping are used in deconstructing the crime into small individual steps; thereafter 
it will be translated into a visualisation map showing the full event process with key steps. this paper 
will look into ways in which visualisation can provide a flexible and practical tool in understanding the 
complex modus operandi used in cyber crime.

the question of how to understand cyber crime is certainly not trivial. one measure of effectiveness 
in crime fighting is statistics – the decrease of certain crimes, which then helps measure policies and 
their effectiveness. this is one of the main reasons that visually mapping cyber crimes is useful – in 
the fight against cyber crime, in understanding its core mechanics as well as tactics, techniques and 
procedures used by the criminals is important. cyber criminals are very skilled in technology, but also in 
developing innovative business models. by graphically visualising the sequence of events constituting a 
cyber crime, it is possible to identify specific stepping stones the criminals pass through in conducting 
their business. Visualisation will essentially provide a schematic representation of anticipated sequence 
of actions, giving a representation of how it is believed a cyber crime takes place from preparation to 
monetisation and exit.

Visualisation can help in understanding the thought processes behind various cyber crimes, which in 
turn can help in finding weak points in the criminals’ business models. as a result, it can give a better 
oversight on where to best focus actions in the fight against cyber crime: policy initiatives, awareness 
campaigns, legislative/regulatory changes, development of new technological applications, behaviour 
modification of potential victims, and/or increased monitoring by law enforcement agencies (leas) in 
order to prevent cyber crime. by visualising cyber criminal attack cycles we can generate novel ways to 
understand cyber criminal modus operandi, business models and strategies. at the same time this can 
enable us to generate novel approaches in cyber crime forensics investigation, as well as more effec-
tive ways in countermeasures and response deployment. in conclusion, visualisation can inform fighting 
cyber crime policy and practice in major ways.

this research was conducted as part of the economic impacts of cybercrime (e-criMe) project of the 
seventh framework Programme, funded by the european Union. 
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secUrity analysis: nfc tags and 
signatUre rtd

Michael Hua 
The University of Adelaide 
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near field communication (nfc) is a form of wireless communication over a very short range – operat-
ing at a standard of 13.56 Mhz [1]. each nfc device operates under an active or passive mode [1, 2]. in 
active mode, the nfc device has its own power supply, producing a current in a coil and hence making 
a magnetic field; thus able to transfer data to one another [1]. in the case of the passive mode, the 
passive device relies on a device in active mode to supply power [1]. an active device produces a current 
through the coil producing a magnetic field; when this magnetic field is brought in close proximity to the 
passive nfc device, it is able to induce a current – powering the second device [1]. the strength of the 
magnetic field is dependent on the number of coils and magnitude of current [1].

as each nfc-enabled device can operate in active or passive mode, there are three main operation 
modes of communication: peer-to-peer, reader/writer and card emulation mode [3]. nfc tags are small 
devices and they are able to store data (simple text or data structures) [3]. nfc tags operate in the 
reader/Writer mode; one device (nfc-capable device) is in the active mode and the other device is in 
the passive more (nfc tag) [1]. When the nfc-capable device is brought close enough to the passive 
nfc tag, it is able to induce a current, powering the tag; the devices are then able to communicate [1]. 
in the reader/Writer mode, communication is unidirectional; thus data is able to be stored and then 
later read [1, 3]. nfc tags commonly store things such as Urls, phone numbers, contact details (ebusi-
ness cards), etc. however, the stored data may be compromised (by an attacker with malicious intent) 
where the information can be change so a user may be prompted to a different location or made to 
download an unintended (possibly malicious) file [1, 2].

the current problem is that malicious files or instructions may be transferred via nfc without permis-
sion or knowledge of it being transferred [2, 3]. this is dangerous because tags can contain malicious 
content which can ultimately lead to sensitive information, such as passwords, banking and other pri-
vate details being stolen [2]. though the trivial answer is to include a confirmation message this adds 
a layer of active input required by the user defeating the fundamental idea of nfc; a key point of nfc 
is that it is quick, easy and all “in a touch [3].”

in an attempt to address some of the security issues mentioned above, the nfc forum developed the 
signature record type definition (signature rtd). the nfc forum is a non-profit industry association 
which develops standards and specifications for the advancements of nfc technology. signature rtd 
offers a layer of security in communication between nfc devices and tags [3]. as the standard data 
format for nfc is defined by the nfc forum as the nfc data exchange format (ndef); signature rtd 
provides information about the origin of the ndef message and allows the user to verify the tags au-
thenticity and integrity [2, 3]. this is accomplished by attaching a digital signature to the ndef record; 
if this attached signature is from a trusted party, then the ndef record will be deemed “trustworthy [3].” 
conversely, if the ndef record is unsigned or signed by an untrusted party, it will be deemed “untrust-
worthy [3].” however just a digital signature alone does not allow the signer to be deemed trustworthy, 
thus a certificate chain is also included; ultimately, certificates can allow the signer to be verified and 
therefore trusted or conversely not trusted [3]. authenticity refers to the knowing the identity of the 
parties involved by confirming they are who they claim to be [4]. integrity refers to the message or data 
transferred to be in its intended state and to not have been unexpectedly altered [4].
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though signature rtd addresses some key security issues (authenticity and integrity), it has also 
opened possible channels of attack; by addressing one issue, different issues have been raised [3]. an 
analysis of signature rtd has revealed that due to the standard ndef format, they are easily manipu-
lated to extract, hide and compose information but still maintain a “trustworthy” status by signature 
rtd confirming its authenticity and integrity [2, 5, 6].

current methods that have been proposed include: an authentication protocol (of both tag and device) 
before the payload is transferred or alternative methods for generation and verification of the signa-
ture [2, 7]. another method to improve the security of the nfc tags was specifically aimed at Urls; if 
the nfc tag contains a Url [8]. they proposed a separate program to verify the Url against known 
trusted/untrusted websites or a rating of its reputation [8]. 

signature rtd is a defence mechanism created by the nfc forum, many other researchers have con-
tributed and proposed an improvement or alternative. this project will aim to further investigate these 
security measures and address some key issues. the next step is to analyse and test their performance 
against various criteria. from this, it may reveal certain security issues which can then be addressed. 
it is evident the communication between nfc tags and nfc devices can be easily compromised with 
the correct knowledge and skillset. thus, the aims of this project is to essentially contribute to creat-
ing a more secure channel of communication between nfc tags and devices; this could be in the form 
of analysing current security protocols and highlighting key issues or proposing an improved method 
based on the results.

Keywords: signature rtd, near field communication, nfc tags, security
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introdUction
this research project is part of the University of adelaide’s “cyber security Project”. this research will 
focus on the analysis of security aws found in the tag reading function of the nfc protocol, and how it 
can be exploited to infect nearby devices with malware.

ProbleM stateMent
near field communication (nfc) is a relatively new communications protocol used in most modern mo-
bile devices. it is used for very close range communication between devices or compatible nfc capable 
objects. one such object is a nfc tag, which can store instructions to be executed by any device that 
“scans” it via nfc (e.g go to a website, call a phone number or access an application). While convenient, 
such tags can be manipulated to store malicious instructions which can harm or compromise the de-
vice. the lack of security protocols on mobile devices make this form of malware infection very easy to 
execute. this project aims to introduce a solution to this problem by implementing a method in which 
a user may be able to stop their device from performing instructions transmitted by a malicious nfc 
tag, after it has been scanned.

MotiVation and significance
nfc is a tool that is being more and more widely used in mobile devices. however, the security flaws 
associated with it hinder its implementation. this project is important as it helps address these issues 
and possibly find a solution to them, thus providing a safer device to the user with the convenience and 
exibility nfc allows for.

obJectiVes
Prepare an in-depth literature review covering security flaws in nfc tags, methods of attack and past 
attempts to provide solutions.

Propose and develop a solution. at this point in time, this is likely to be a new security protocol which 
allows the user to reject the device from executing instructions from a scanned nfc tag that he/she 
deems to be malicious.

analyse developed solution and identify strengths and weaknesses via attempts to break it.

Methodology
research
several methods shall be used to undertake this project. the first is the search for several high qual-
ity sources of information to be used to construct a qualitative and high standard literature review. 
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these sources of information are likely to consist of verifiable papers such as research reports/theses, 
technical journal articles and conference papers. such documents are likely to be sourced via online 
databases. google scholar is a notable example, and as well as this, the University of adelaide’s library 
offers use of their own scientific databases which allow free viewing of otherwise paid documents to 
students. another high Quality source of note is the “nfc forum” (http://nfc-forum.org/), which is an or-
ganisation that develops technical specifications for the nfc technology which companies can license 
and use for themselves. this makes their website a valuable and reliable source of information on how 
the protocol functions.

lower quality sources such as online news or blog posts shall also be used, particularly for areas of 
research that do not require much technical explanation. events such as past attacks using nfc ca-
pable devices are likely to be identi ed using such news sources. however, it is important to note that 
the validity of the source will need to be cross checked with other sources. as well as this, any specific 
technical information pertaining to the hacker’s method of attack will then be elaborated upon using 
the previously described, high quality sources.

technical designs
for the design and development of a solution, what first must be done is a brief overview of possible 
methods using past research. the solution at this stage of planning is likely to be a security protocol. 
thus, background research, similar to that of the literature review, must be done to determine what kind 
of user-device security exists and an analysis on which one is best suited for use in this project shall 
also be performed. the research sources in this stage will be found using the same methods described 
for the literature review.

exPeriMentation
once a suitable security procedure has been selected, the next step is to design and implement it for 
a practical demonstration. for this, a mobile device and programmable nfc tag shall be sourced and 
used in a controlled environment to simulate an attack. the tag will contain basic instructions (e.g. a 
“instruct device to visit www.google.com”) which shall be deemed “safe” or “malicious” for the purpose 
of the simulation. as the mobile device will be using the security protocol, its method of development 
must be via compatible software. thus the chosen method of coding the protocol is the android soft-
ware development kit, which is a free software package google provides to anyone for coding applica-
tions on their devices.

analysis
once the experiment has been completed, basic analysis methods shall be used to determine its results. 
observation of experiment results will determine if the designed security protocol successfully protects 
the device from malicious tags whilst allowing clean ones to operate normally. further experiments 
similarly structured to the one described above shall also be organised in order to further test the func-
tionality of the protocol, identifying weaknesses by inventing new methods of attacks to the device via 
nfc tags. this method shall be iterated a number of times until the protocol is deemed to be of a high 
standard or further improvement may not be possible at that time.

Keywords: near field communication, nfc tag, security analysis, security protocol
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introdUction
a report by (cisco, 2011)1 forecasts that over 50 billion internet of things (iot) devices will be intercon-
nected by the year 2020. the main motivation for this project is the significance of security of these de-
vices. in an ever increasingly interconnected world, the security of these devices will become paramount. 
this project aims to investigate the security aspects of utilising can bus [controller area network, a wired 
bus network that uses differential signalling, often used in the automotive industry] for networking between 
internet of things (iot) devices. this research project is conducted as part of a collaboration between the 
University of adelaide and tallinn University of technology, known as the “cyber security Project 2016”.

PrinciPle research QUestions
the project will aim to develop a software model to simulate networking devices and interfaces that 
utilises can bus for inter-communication and its relevant protocols. the project will aim to identify 
any pre-existing security issues concerning this implementation or discover any new security concerns 
using this implementation. Potential security flaws that are identified either pre-existing or newly dis-
covered will be analysed using the model to evaluate the severity of the flaw. in iot device networks, 
systems that provide control and monitoring of these devices are known as control nodes or control 
systems. these nodes effectively provide a translational interface between the iot network/devices to 
the internet. this research will have a strong focus on investigation of the security of control node inter-
faces for iot networks connecting towards the internet. Potential solutions will be proposed to combat 
any security issues detected and its effectiveness will also be evaluated using the model. the outcomes 
of this project will have significant impact in the design of secure iot devices and networks. the analy-
sis of iot devices conducted in this project will be dependent upon the higher level Protocols (hlPs) 
used by the devices, this investigation will be limited to devicenet, can open and can kingdom hlPs.

releVance of research
currently, there is no widespread adoption or commercial release of using can bus as the physical 
means of interconnecting iot devices. there have been some research papers and simulations such 
as using can bus and iot sensors to collect pressure information for buildings (Ws,xc,fl&lz, 2012)2. 
the use of can bus for intercommunication of iot devices has a few advantages in comparison to 

1 cisco, daVe, a. (2011), The Internet of Things How the Next Evolution of the Internet Is Changing 
Everything, http://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en_us/about/ac79/docs/innov/iot_ibsg_0411final.pdf, 
last accessed: 08 Mar 2016.

2 Weiyuan sun, xing chen, fangyi liu, & liang zhao. (2012). Collection System for Pressure Informa-
tion of Buildings Based on the IoT and CAN Bus. cyber-enabled distributed computing and knowl-
edge discovery (cyberc), 2012 international conference on, p274–p277.

http://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en_us/about/ac79/docs/innov/IoT_IBSG_0411FINAL.pdf
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other methods. the can bus is a robust and highly electrical noise resistive system due to using dif-
ferential signalling. the proposed system is also a broadcast style system which means that messages 
are received by all nodes on the bus. the research could provide an evaluation of using can bus as an 
implementation of networking of iot devices. this could result in laying the foundations of using can 
bus as a commercial means of intercommunication, monitoring and control of iot devices.

another aspect to consider is the implication of a security breach in an iot network. this could comprise 
the security, privacy and safety of users: a malicious user could potentially take over a victim’s home 
system resulting in a loss of security. a malicious user could privately spy on user traffic generated on 
the iot network and use this to identify patterns in user behaviour such as monitoring the users sleep 
pattern resulting in a loss of privacy. similarly, a user could stop safety mechanisms such as alarms, 
sensors or locks that are connected to the iot network resulting in a loss of safety.

the project’s expected outcomes may provide solutions to prevent or mitigate potential security con-
cerns. it could also lay the foundations of using can bus for secure networking of iot devices. the 
project can have applications in other industries apart from home automations as security aspects 
could be relevant to other industries that use can bus such as the automotive industry, medical and 
manufacturing industries. the results of this project could provide valuable insight to further increase 
the security of other communication protocols and its implementations used for iot networking.

exPected resUlts
the project aims to utilise software that simulates higher level Protocols of a can bus to create an 
iot network model that simulates iot devices, control nodes and its interface to the internet. in addi-
tion, the project aims to identify and analyse the severity of potential security issues. also, the project 
aims to propose solutions to any problems identified and will evaluate the effectiveness of the solution.

research Methods

figure 1. block diagram of Project structure

the research method will consist of a four stage approach as shown in fig. 1. the first stage, Literature 
review, this stage will consist of performing an extensive research and review on existing sources of in-
formation regarding can bus security, iot networking, modelling tools that already exist and any exist-
ing security concerns of these systems. the research will be conducted mainly through accessing high 
quality sources of information using online research tools such as compendex and ieee explore. this 
research could also be complemented through consultation with industry experts. the second stage, 
Model Development, consists of utilising a software model that simulates a can bus iot network and 
its interfaces. there are existing software that can be used to simulate the higher level Protocols of a 
can network such as devicenet, canopen and can kingdom. these software will be used to simulate 
hardware existing in can networks. the third stage, Security Analysis, consists of identifying security 
flaws and evaluation of the severity of the issue. the security flaws will be identified using research 
from the first stage and through a collaboration between students from tallinn University of technol-
ogy and University of adelaide. these security issues will be evaluated using the simulation model de-
veloped in stage 2, to determine its severity. the last stage, Solution Evaluation, consists of proposing 
solutions to the aforementioned security concerns and the evaluation of its effectiveness. this will be 
achieved through a collaboration between group members and the evaluation will be conducted using 
the same simulation model. if the model is insufficient or too simplistic for the level of detail required 
for the project, a theoretical model could also be used for evaluation.

Keywords: internet of things, control node, can bus, security, iot network, iot device, 
security concern, iot simulation
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over the past few decades, an increasing number of industries have integrated control networks with 
it networks. While this offers more economic, user-friendly data management and plant control, it has 
also made inherently insecure control systems vulnerable to cyber threats. fundamental differences in 
operational priorities for these two networks means that traditional it security measures are no longer 
suitable as the only line of defence between industry control systems (ics) and the outside world. 

ics security prioritizes safety, system reliability and system continuity (src). delays in dealing with 
safety failures can potentially cost lives, while a lack in system reliability costs money. changes and 
updates to device software generally require down-time resulting in loss of continuity. it security can 
handle intrusions while ics security must prevent them and security breaches of any kind are danger-
ous and un-acceptable. Many of the above differences result from the fact that logic executed within 
ics has an effect on the physical world (stouffer, Pillitteri, lightman, abrams, & hahn, 2015). for these 
reasons, industry cannot rely solely on existing it security for control system defence. similarly, ics 
cannot apply it type security solutions without compromising fundamental ics priorities (ginter, 2013).

a wide variety of solutions and resources already exist to improve ics security. guidelines for securing 
ics networks are readily available online through organizations such as the national institute of stand-
ards and technology (nist) and the international electrotechnical commission (iec). however, these 
solutions and guidelines are not widely implemented. organisations such as the international stand-
ards for automation (isa) and the international standards organisation (iso) produce ics security 
standards, but they are not currently covered or enforced by legislation outside of the european Union 
(eU). it takes just one quick search on shodan – a publically accessible search engine for the internet 
of things (iot) that locates network banner information – to reveal over 500,000 ics related nodes 
worldwide directly accessible from the internet (bodenheim, butts, dunlap, & Mullins). 

there is a general lack of cyber security awareness, education and uncertainty throughout industry. in 
2014, a research survey was conducted by the Ponemon institute (Ponemon institute llc, 2014). 597 
specialists working in it, it security, compliance and risk management were surveyed. all participants 
were involved in security management activities within their organizations. the survey revealed that 
only 13% of participants rated their company’s security posture as strong, while 33% indicated that 
their upper management believed the contrary. this demonstrates an acute lack of awareness by up-
per management of system vulnerabilities, and is an example of polarity within organizations. Polarity 
refers to the differing priorities and perspectives between management and technical personnel within 
an organisation. 

ics networks prioritise continuity and reliability of operation such that even minor security changes to 
a control system can be disruptive and costly. because of this reason, industry frequently do not imple-
ment any change to existing ics; “if it’s not broken, why fix it?”

in the cases where procedural changes are made, behavioural factors such as polarity or practical drift 
often hinder effective new security changes and procedures (carrillo, 2011) and organisations manage-
ment processes do not take them into account. Practical drift refers to a psychological behaviour in 
humans to stop following a safety procedure when negative outcomes fail to occur. 
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the questions being addressed in this research project are as follows: can we improve the adoption of 
security strategies that will lead to enhanced security and reduced risk in ics networks? how can we 
make these changes stick?

a study of good change management practice can be found by examining the pharmaceutical industry. 
it is critical that Pharma must adopt very strict change control procedures in order to comply with an 
array of laws, regulations, guidelines and standards. these are put in place due to the potential conse-
quences resulting from poor product quality. in australia, the therapeutic goods administration (tga) 
regulates the pharmaceutical industry through pre-market assessments, post-market monitoring and 
the enforcement of standards ((tga)).

the penalties for not meeting standards provides incentive for pharmaceutical companies to produce 
safe products in a careful and controlled manner using refined change management processes ((tga)). 
the incentive to comply with standards is something that ics security does not currently as standards 
are not mandated. in most cases, system security is considered to be important, however it is not pri-
oritized high enough and the framework for changing system security is not standard or refined.

this research project will look at generating change management documentation for industry to use 
to build upon existing ics security guidelines, and begin implementing effective security changes. this 
documentation will include methods for grading changes based upon worst-case security disruptions. 
system security will be measured using a series of well-defined security metrics, that combine to form 
a meaningful security risk matrix.

Methods for grading change and the measurement of system security will be included within all devel-
oped document templates. these templates will be used to manage ics security change throughout 
the entire change lifecycle. this will include change request forms, minor and major change procedures, 
security near miss forms and change effectiveness evaluations. change procedures will also address 
how to deal with practical drift and polarity relating to the specific changes and will include relevant 
references to nist and ics security guidelines and security standards. 

once developed, industry will be approached to trial the resulting change management documentation. 
the documentation and corresponding procedures will be evaluated in conjunction with industrial users 
in order to identify a process that works. further analyses will determine if this approach will lead to 
greater adoption of standards-based control change.

deployment of documentation will be an online process, and may implement a creative commons 
licensing structure. this will allow the legal distribution and use of all documentation. the licensing will 
include an ‘attribution’ element – so changes to the document requires acknowledgment by the creator; 
a ‘share-alike’ element – allows others to remix, adapt and build on the work assuming it is distributed 
correctly; and a ‘non-commercial’ element – to prevent other parties from using the documents for 
monetary gain

Keywords: industrial control system (ics), cyber security, change management, behavioral grounding
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the mobility of european Union (eU) citizens and open borders have created an increasing need for a 
secure and digital common market. to guarantee the four basic freedoms of the eU (the free move-
ment of people, goods, services and capital), it is important that digital services would be evenly avail-
able. as the existing common legal framework2, did not manage to fulfil its purpose, the electronic 
identification and trust service regulation (eidas) was adopted in July 2014. the purpose of the eidas 
is to synchronise the quality and reliability of digital services and to create a digital common market in 
the eU. to fulfil this purpose reliable cross-border electronic identification measures are needed. the 
new regulation only establishes rules for the acceptance of cross-border electronic identification in the 
public sector. it was seen that the existing digital market of the eU is fragmented and creating a new 
framework could be a solution.

in the focus of this research were the eidas and the estonian e-government system (ees) with 
its cross-border initiatives. the question was whether the purpose of the eidas coincides with 
estonian e-government’s cross-border goals. as estonia sees itself as a pioneer in cross-border 
cooperation3, having cross-border electronic initiatives such as signWise, the e-residency and 
bilateral cross-border mutual recognition agreements, it can be questioned whether the eidas 
supports these measures or is it challenging the local initiatives. through this research the com-
patibility of the eidas with the ees was evaluated and the following research questions were 
answered:

•	 are the changes introduced by the eidas complementing or challenging estonian e-government’s 
goals and domestic initiatives?

•	 should estonia contribute to the fast implementation of the eidas as the most effective measure 
for achieving cross-border use of e-services?

in order to answer these questions the key aspects of the ees, local cross-border initiatives and the 
eidas were mapped and the compatibility of the eidas with the ees was evaluated. 

content, context and process (ccP) analysis was used to map the ees and the eidas through questions 
what, why, who, how and when. ccP analysis creates linkages between context, content and process 
and enables the researcher to ask questions both from the perspective of technology and people en-

1 a full version of this paper is forthcoming as ‘aavik, g., krimmer, r., integrating digital Migrants: 
solutions forcross-border identification from e-residency to eidas. a case study from estonia, 
ifiP conference egoV/ePart 2016, springer lncs (forthcoming).

2 directive 1999/93/ec of the european Parliament and of the council of 13 december 1999 
on a community framework for electronic signatures.

3 interview with siim sikkut (interviewed 13.04.2015), audio recording and author’s notes.
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gaged4, ensuring that important variables are not overlooked5. the principal arguments of ccP frame-
work are that changes are most likely to be accepted when the core values of organizations are not 
impacted6, there are little or no substantial mismatches between contextual dimensions7, acceptance 
among stakeholder is gained, there is thorough communication8 and the timing is right9.

a deductive approach was applied, moving from a general theory to an explorative single case study10. 
Qualitative research design was used to analyse linkages between causally relevant factors and map 
causal paths in a given situation11. the focus was on the ees as the centre of a single case analysis. 
although it can be argued that generalizability is limited when using a single case study12, it enables to 
understand the dynamics within a single setting13. here, ccP analysis was used, including key aspects 
of the observed case, creating clear causal paths and explaining how the conclusions were reached. to 
prevent that key causal relationships would not be missed , six semi-structured expert interviews were 
carried out with leading experts from the estonian e-government department. as the network of the 
ees is small and integrated, these six interviewees represented the main stakeholder viewpoints from 
the estonian governmental sector, the private sector and e-government critics. 

it can be concluded that ccP provided a sufficiently detailed framework for a single case study and 
enabled to answer the research questions. also, all the interviews, combined with a desk study, fulfilled 
their purpose and managed to provide a comprehensive overview of the chosen case. leaving some 
risks and additional obligations aside, it can be argued that the eidas is complementing estonian e-
government’s goals and domestic initiatives, and it is in the interest of estonia to contribute to the fast 
implementation of the eidas as the most effective measure for developing cross-border services.

Keywords: e-government, cross-border e-services, eidas

4 r. stockdale and c. standing, an interpretive approach to evaluating information systems: 
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5 d. r. self, a. a. armenakis, and M. schraeder, organisational change content, Process, and con-
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211–229, 2007.
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ever since the effectuation of the x-road, introduction of national id-card, promotion of e-voting, 
and perhaps particularly since the introduction of e-residency, estonian technological advancements 
have attracted global recognition, both, within the eU2 as well as at the international fora.3 With the 
celebrated launch of e-residency programme at the end of 2014, estonia became the flagship country 
in offering its e-government solutions and services to non-estonians. the concept of e-residency lies 
on the prior prosperous system of digital identity authentication via estonian national identity cards 
that have brought this tech-savy eU Member state the label of e-estonia, and reputation of the most 
technologically advanced country.4

in order to gain a more organised understanding of the concept of e-residency with regard to its under-
lying reasons, its status and position in the estonian regulatory context, the author has conducted quali-
tative research for legal assessment that has also been published. structured and systematic research 
into estonian relevant legislation surrounding the concept has been conducted and insofar as there is 
no first-hand previous literature on the topic of e-residency due to its novelty, the statuses of more 
prevalent related concepts common in academic sources, such as “electronic identity”, “digital identity 
management”, “electronic identification”, “digital person” have been analysed. the research process has 
mainly been exploratory and the outcomes do not offer definite solutions to the various discrepancies 
regarding e-residency, but direct attention to antagonism of e-residency within a rule of law state. 

on the one hand, the research has established that not only is the national digital identity system 
renowned worldwide, it has also proven to be secure. e-residency runs on the same public key infra-
structure (Pki) as the national digital identity card that has proven to be a secure system for digital 
authentication ever since the first id-cards were issued to estonian citizens in 2002.5 the id-cards of 

1 the author has previous published articles on the topic: särav, s; kerikmäe, t. (2016). e-residency: 
a cyberdream embodied in a digital identity card? in: kerikmäe, t.; rull, a. (ed.). the future of law 
and etechnologies (57−79). springer-Verlag heidelberg; and kerikmäe, t; särav, s. (2016). legal 
impediments in the eU to new technologies in the example of e-residency. baltic Journal of law 
& Politics, 8 (2), 71−90. 

2 for instance, according to the eU’s desi (digital economy and society index), estonia is no 1 
ranked Member state offering digital public services. see more at:  
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/scoreboard/estonia#5-digital-public-services 

3 in addition to joint data exchange platform for estonia and finland, based on estonia’s x-road, a 
few grandiose examples are Japan, implementing the digital personal identification card based on 
estonian equivalent digital id, or the President of the United states, calling out that they should 
have contacted the estonians before constructing their national health care website.

4 there are numerous mainstream media articles to that regard, one of the most enthusiastic 
e-estonian promoters is edward lucas from the economist. 

5 chronology of id-card from the official id-card and Mobile-id portal.

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/scoreboard/estonia#5-digital-public-services
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both, estonian virtual residents and physical citizens use a 2048-bit public encryption, contain a micro-
chip with two security certificates, whereas the data processed in it systems are secured by three-level 
it baseline security system (iske) which was adapted for estonian public sector based on a german 
information security standard and is mandatory to be followed by state and local government institu-
tions handling databases/registers.6

on the other hand, identical from the technological security perspective, the digital ids of e-
residents further resemble the national identity documents from the regulatory perspective – this 
despite the fact that the latter also carry a task of physical identity documents, whereas the 
former can only be used for digital authentication, which, in the eyes of the author, has led to 
unproportional requirements of application. first, the identity documents act of estonia7 contains 
the requirement of integration of biometric data to passports and travel documents in accord-
ance with the eU regulation for the purpose of improving the security of travel documents and 
passports as well as to prevent falsification of such documents,8 which is unproportional require-
ment for mere digital identity documents. additionally, since the national identity document ap-
plications are reviewed by the estonian Police and border guard board, they now face the task of 
overseeing e-residency applications and assess the motivation and future behavior of a potential 
e-resident. 

initial results show that the security of the e-residency system means preventing certain data 
from being transferred to wrong hands in case of unsecure authentication systems; but it should 
also mean careful handling of the same data in information databases, prevention of unnecessary 
interference with the data as well as just and fair access to e-systems equally to citizens and e-
residents. based on hitherto existing information on e-residency, it is difficult, if not impossible, to 
see whether the system, both from legal as well as technical aspects can endure the prodigious 
burden on the system. however, preliminary research has shown that the role of fundamental rights 
in the regulation and protection of digital identity of e-residents is undervalued by the developers 
of e-residency.

following the e-residency development, the author considers that even though the e-residency 
scheme is applaudable from the technical security perspective, certain reconsiderations should 
be made with regard to data protection aspects of the concept in order to make it resemble the 
cyberdream it has been referred to. on the one hand, estonia offers the proven system of secure 
government-provided and state-backed identity that supports the safe access via e-identification 
and authentication to estonian e-services; on the other hand, there is a challenge to the data 
privacy in the form of long-term storage of the e-residents’ personal information in estonian data-
bases. the uptake of icts for e-governance solutions demands methodological approach and care-
ful analysis for a consistent regulatory system that could coexist with innovation and technological 
advancements, but e-residency was unsystematically merged with existing regulation. even though 
the initiators of the idea accentuate that the e-residency is a benefit not a right9, once accepting 
a person to the country’s system, estonia has to ensure the integrity of the personal data trusted 
to it.

6 government regulation no. 252 of 20.12.2007, information systems security measures sytem 
[infosüsteemide turvameetmete süsteem]. only available in estonian. for and overview in english, 
please see the information systems authority website.

7 estonian identity documents act, available in english at: 
https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/ee/504112013003/consolide/current

8 regulation (ec) 2252/2004.
9 issuing digital identities to non-residents: creating e-residency. concept. appendix to explanatory 

memorandum to draft legislation of estonian identity documents act and state fees act.  
appendix 1.” [Mitteresidentidele digitaalse isikutunnistuse väljaandmine: e-residentsuse loomine. 
kontseptsioon. isikut tõendavate dokumentide seaduse ja riigilõivuseaduse muutmise seaduse 
eelnõu seletuskirja juurde. lisa 1.] 2014. available only in estonian.

https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/ee/504112013003/consolide/current
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online government (e-government) is a way for citizens and non-citizens to access government serv-
ices through a single login into a government page. australia’s solution to e-government is mygov1, 
a website attempting to unify australian government services such as Medicare, centrelink, ato etc. 
Unfortunately, the website itself is not secure and does not protect user identity, therefore if australia 
wishes to technologically advance its e-government, a new system must be put in place.

aiM
as the current e-government service within australia has a multitude of security issues which pro-
hibit certain high risk online services (online voting etc.), the aim of this project is to produce the 
specifications for a new e-government initiative for australia. this system will allow government 
services and private sector business (banks, utilities) to connect with users all over australia, mak-
ing the lives of citizens easier as they will now be able to conduct government and private sector 
business online.

MotiVation
the primary motivation for undertaking a project of this nature is that the current australian e-
government platform is unsecure and is open to a variety of cyber-attacks that can leave users 
identities compromised2. the current system does not contain many forms of security to protect 
user identity, as there is no logging of when data is accessed and no true way to prove that you are 
the person you are claiming to be. as user identity protection is supposed to be the main concern 
for online government, mygov is simply not secure enough to handle further advancement into 
high security risk operations.

the main demographic for this project is the government of australia, particularly the sector in 
charge of online government services. they may pick up interest into the project if it is shown to 
be a viable and useful solution to the expandability of the current online government. the knowl-
edge generated by this project can be used as a guide if a system like this is ever to be put in place 
and can provide a preliminary outline of the specifications required for such a system. benefits of 
the new system would be seen by a wide variety of people, primarily the civilian users. they would 
be able to access much broader services online that weren’t possible before due to security risks. 
other entities such as banks and utilities can benefit from having a much simpler way to connect 
with their customers and keep their identities safe.

the importance of this project is also quite significant, as australia is currently falling behind 
technologically with its online government, and nothing major is currently being done to improve 
it. if implemented, the proposed system may be able to put australia on the path to becoming a 
more technologically advanced country. civilians will greatly benefit as a more advanced online 
government would make their life more convenient when it comes to government services such as 
centrelink and other services that are generally deemed as being tedious.
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research Methodologies
currently, i am in the initial research phase of this project, that involves is looking at the background and 
technical knowledge that will be required to undertake this project. this knowledge will come from ex-
tensive literature reviews, focusing on the background knowledge surrounding e-government initiatives, 
current online e-government systems available (primarily mygov and e-estonia) and also the security 
architectures put in place to make e-government secure for the users.

initial research will be what e-government actually is, the advantages it brings and the barriers that 
must be overcome for it to be put in place. at that point research will likely head into the direction of 
specific e-government systems already being successfully used, and what makes them successful.

further research will come in the form of signing up to mygov and performing a security and require-
ments analysis. the requirements analysis will allow me to understand what services the system i will 
propose will offer to users. the security analysis allows me a glimpse at what not to do when designing 
my system.

after initial research is complete, it will mark the beginning of prototyping a new registration process. 
this process may take inspiration from the one being used in estonia, however it will need to change 
due to the different services offered in australia. other factors affecting the differences will be the 
population, government funding, etc.

at this stage it will also be time to begin planning out the design for the online government system 
itself. this will include high level designs of the services offered and how they will connect to each other 
(possibly on an architecture similar to x-road used for e-estonia) as well as specification documents 
identifying what the system will require.

in order to demonstrate how the new e-government system will work, and to not attempt things too 
far outside my scope, i will create a small scale database that can hold a few hundred people (in c++ 
or htMl). this prototype will show the nominal behavior of the full scale system which will need to 
eventually hold 20+ million users. What this prototype database will also allow me to do is link up with 
my research partner, Pumuditha osura Jayasundara, and his smart card/finger print scanner. this will 
essentially be a small scale model of the final system, that can be used to demonstrate the simplicity 
and usefulness of an e-government system such as this.

the final stage of the research plan is a security and feasibility assessment of the specifications for the 
new e-government initiative. this document will essentially tell me whether what we have designed is 
possible, and what flaws may exist.

oUtcoMe
the following will be delivered at the end of the project:

•	 a new registration process specifications document, tailored to the needs of the services required 
for australian e-government

•	 a central database requirements and specifications document
•	 a security and feasibility assessment of the proposed system
•	 a small scale demonstration database linked with identify verification technology

Keywords: egovernment, australia, mygov, eestonia, security, online, government
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e-governance is the application of information and communication technology (ict) to deliver citizens 
of government services, online transactions and integration of various stand-alone systems1. Unifying 
the services into a multi-purpose identification provides convenience and an increased level of security. 
this brings the ability to digitally sign documents and contracts at ease. the present study aims to 
provide recommendations for enhancing the existing e-identity system and base a solid platform for 
future possibilities upon analysing the strengths & weaknesses of these recommendations.

digital identities serves its purpose on many applications currently, the use of this on e-governments around 
the world is a huge leap for any country to suit multiple purposes. the scope of this study aims to identify 
a personalized unified identity system for the government of australia that categorizes uses with different 
public and private sector services. Upon identifying a system, necessary limitations to satisfy public needs 
are considered as well as strengths and weaknesses of this system as opposed to current infrastructure.

the scope also expands into research on the technical side of the proposed system. this aims to look 
into the basis of forming a digital identity and necessary security protocols to be used securely with 
government services.

the interest of this study is the wide use of digital identities and many governments adapting to an 
e-government system. rapid progression of technological world helped increase the usage of e-govern-
ment that allowed the use of digital signatures be used for many purposes, such as certifying documents. 
the current online government platform is insecure and is prone to various attacks that can leave user 
identity compromised. there are many possibilities in which a government can propose a multi-purpose id 
system, but under what circumstances? the primary motivation for this study is that the current austral-
ian e-government platform for user identity is unsecure and is open to various types of attacks or even 
disposal of private information. the government may pick up interest into the project if it is shown viable 
and an appropriate solution to add to the security and allow citizens to own their identity. 

currently, most citizens use their driver’s licence for identification purposes and other credit card sized 
cards to use with other public sector services. the inspiration is taken off this to model a simplified solu-
tion for citizen identification and essentially add an extra simplicity factor to individual’s day to day life. 

australia shares a common road when it comes to privacy and personal information. the citizens are under 
the assumption of the government and other agencies collecting private data to provide certain services, 
this is true to some extent. the citizens are informed why the government collects private information and 
how it is used to provide the service, in return the citizens give up their ownership and control of their own 
personal information2. this opens up the issue of the society not trusting the government with their per-
sonal information and yet they trust an international organization like facebook to hold their information.

the current australian identity system was developed by the department of human services (dhs). 
this is particularly used for transactions with centrelink and Medicare services3 as mentioned previ-
ously. a point to emphasize on is the australia taxation office (ato) linked to the mygov system. the 
service offers a central and secure inbox where the owner of account can receive messages from the 
respectable services (Medicare, ato, centrelink, child support and the like), these messages include let-
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ters, statements and other necessary information. as expected, the profile allows you to freely manage 
your personal details and fill in other criteria.

in terms of its security, there is a 2 factor authentication (2fa) process where the server will send an 
sMs code after the password has been entered4. this is fairly secure but there is also an option to turn 
off the 2fa if not preferred. this just essentially means your account is vulnerable for attackers, simply 
guess a password and you are in. 

as per end of tax year 2014 statistics, more than 5 million users are registered on mygov, that is 1 in 3 
australian adults5. according to statistics provided by the digital transformation office (dto), there are 
more than 4100 government websites currently in australia and over 55% of users have difficulties on 
finding the information they are seeking. the message automatically sent by this is to essentially make 
government websites easier to use and ultimately have these services under one simple (.gov) domain.

the definitive objective is to recommend a solution where citizens own their identity. in saying that, the 
aim of this study is to consider identity policies, architectures and protocols for the delivery of govern-
ment and similar private and public sector services in the context of the empowerment model developed 
for the republic of estonia, and other examples and hence make a recommendation for implementa-
tion in australia. in simplified terms, the objectives for this research involves preparing an extensive 
literature review that covers three architectures that shows different perspectives of e-governments. 
an estonian architecture is displayed to show its emphasis on smart card characteristics and digital 
identification, a Uk architecture is displayed to show their emphasis on its identity infrastructure and 
new zealand’s architecture is displayed to show about their digital strategy goals. these are expected 
to be used so that it will build up on several research methods and identify strengths and weaknesses 
of the australian e-government. the proposed method will then be analysed for flaws and necessary 
requirements that must be met to government standards. it is then ideal to apply the research data ob-
tained from previous objective to fit the recommended model into the australian transactional system.

as a final stage of this study, a small scale demonstrative model of an authentication system will be 
built. this will essentially be a small scale model of the proposed solution from previous stages of the 
study. this model will allow me to link with my research partner, nenin hadzic to combine his architec-
ture model with mine. 

Keywords: e-government, ict, australia, mygov, identity, digital, architecture
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the aim of this project is to find methods of determining whether a device on a network is the one that 
is expected and hasn’t been tampered with. the project will primarily be looking at simple devices such as 
ethernet connected Programmable logic controllers and ‘internet of things’ sensors. the use of digital 
fingerprints will be explored to build up a known characteristic profile of each device’s ethernet traffic. this 
will include looking at characteristics such as time to live, round trip time and internet Protocol identi-
fication numbers of the received packets. once reliable methods are established, a software tool will be 
developed that can create the fingerprint for each device and monitor it for malicious activity. in a larger 
network, this tool would run on a central computer and monitor devices on its local network, alerting an 
administrator if an anomaly is detected.

the internet of things (iot) involves connecting sensing and output devices to the internet via a gate-
way. these devices usually aren’t in secure places and can be compromised. hackers could trick the 
system into thinking these ‘things’ are still active, or providing false data. spoofing is when a device imi-
tates the characteristics of another device which can be used to gain control or change how a system 
operates. the easiest way for this to be done is called internet protocol (iP) address spoofing, where the 
false device takes on the iP address of the original device (Wang, Jin, & shang, 2007). therefore, there 
is a need to find a means of device identification which can’t be easily replicated or falsified.

this project aims to create methods to detect four types of attacks. the first is iP spoofing where an extra 
device is connected to the same network with the same iP address as another. the second is where a 
device in a network has malicious code loaded onto it, changing how it functions. the third is via a remote 
attacker gaining access and polling the device periodically to gain information from sensor data. this 
could expose a system or even allow a remote attacker to control outputs of a system. the final attack to 
be tested is moving a sensor device to a different location in the network, resulting in the device providing 
incorrect information.

in industrial networks, security is usually an afterthought. allowing access to critical equipment from 
the internet opens up a major vulnerability in these systems. the same applies for personal internet of 
things (iot) devices, although the consequences of a hack may not be as severe. 

this project aims to find a way to identify these devices by creating a digital fingerprint that is unique 
to each one. this would allow devices already deployed to be identified, whereas most research is di-
rected to new devices and assumes they can be updated. cost is an important factor when building iot 
devices. reducing the processing power each device needs to identify itself results in it being built more 
cost effectively and consuming less power.

by analysing patterns in the data transmitted over ethernet channels, models can be built to define 
each device. these models may be statistical models or simply observe how close a reading is to the 
devices ‘average’ which will be used as its fingerprint. these fingerprints will then be used to monitor 
live devices and continually check whether they are the same device, or if they have been tampered with. 
similar methods have already been explored in (ohta, kanda, fukuda, & sugawara, 2011) (Mukaddam 
& elhajj, 2012), however these are more based on packet filtering and preventing ddos attacks.

the outcome will be a software tool that could be implemented into iot software packages or run in 
parallel, monitoring devices in real time. devices connected in industry now link to the outside world, 
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usually through a computer (industrial internet of things). Usually these devices are simple sensor de-
vices that are connected via ethernet. home Pcs have much more variable traffic and it becomes more 
difficult to create an accurate fingerprint for them.

the prototype will be developed by first creating a basic reference network with two devices and a 
router. the device’s ethernet traffic will be monitored to create a fingerprint based on its traffic char-
acteristics. test cases will be developed and executed to test for different attacks. the captured data 
during each attack will be analysed to see if the system can detect the anomaly. 

the project will explore a range of methods to identify devices that don’t rely on certificate/key based 
systems. the concepts found may also apply to other digital transfer mediums such as wireless which 
is increasingly being used in iot applications. once a device is identified, it will be monitored to deter-
mine if it has been tampered with. Where tampering is detected, a system administrator will be alerted 
to conduct further testing to determine the cause of the alert. it is also noted that this would be ef-
fective on small scale systems, as it would add a large amount of additional administrative burden to 
monitor devices on a large scale system. the contribution of the research to the security field would be 
a framework of how a device can be fingerprinted and have its characteristics monitored for anomalies, 
which would suggest an attack. 

from early testing, it has been shown that time to live may not be an effective characteristic to monitor 
in small networks. this is due to the fact that most home networks and small industrial networks oper-
ate through switches which to not decrease the time to live. analysing the iP identification number has 
shown to be able to detect two devices and changes in traffic from devices. initial tests have been done 
with round trip time, showing it may be useful in creating a fingerprint. another method explored is ana-
lysing the difference in round trip time from the device to its nearest switch. the aim of this is to reduce 
the effect of variable network traffic and to observe changes in how long the device takes to respond. 

Keywords: anomaly detection, internet of things, network security, round trip time, iP identification 
numbers
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introdUction
Wearable fitness bands have become a convenient way for individuals to collect their personal medi-
cal data using smartphone and cloud services. this study aims to provide a security assessment of 
integrating commercial fitness bands into a hospital system. fitness band use in a medical setting 
could potentially result in an inexpensive and simple way to track in and out patients and collect patient 
information in an online cloud. however, fitness band security is a major concern, as hospitals retain a 
large amount of sensitive and private data about their patients.

significance
fitness bands collect personal data of an increasingly personal nature such as heart rate, sleep cycles 
and step count. With their potential integration into the medical industry, it is important to ensure the 
privacy and security of its users.

in addition, it is crucial that data collected by fitness bands is both accurate and secure. in 2014, data 
from a fitbit fitness tracker was used in a personal injury lawsuit, which further demonstrates the need 
for data integrity. [1]

obJectiVes
the objectives of this project have been divided into three key sections: fitness band security vulner-
abilities, data collection integrity and medical integration. the current security vulnerabilities of fitness 
bands available on the market will be explored in depth throughout this project. in particular, fitness 
band communication security will be analysed. 

this project aims to build on current research into the fitness band ble (bluetooth low energy) and 
network communication, which includes cloud security and smartphone application analysis. fitness 
data collection and storage will also be investigated, both on the fitness band and its cloud database. 
in particular, the data displayed to the user will be compared to the data collected by the fitness device. 
furthermore, data integrity will be studied to determine whether the fitness band system is robust 
against fake data insertion attacks. finally, the suitability of fitness bands currently available on the 
market for the hospital system will be determined.

backgroUnd
typically, fitness bands include a heart rate sensor, as well as accelerometer and gyroscope to track 
the wearer’s step count. some models also include a gPs tracker that detects the user’s location. in 
addition, the fitness tracker applications often encourage users to include additional information such 
as diet, sleep and types of exercise.

data storage is a three-level process: user statistics are tracked and stored on the fitness band until 
they can be transferred to a fitness band application on a smart device (smartphone or laptop) via ble. 
the smart device then acts as a proxy by sending the user information to the user’s account on the 
cloud of the fitness band. [2]
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data privacy and security policies of commercial fitness devices vary significantly from brand to brand, 
but many companies do not explicitly identify the collected fitness information as “personally identifi-
able information”. for example, fitbit deletes a user’s personally identifiable information once a user 
deletes their account by contacting fitbit support directly. similarly, Jawbone users would go through 
the same process to delete their accounts, however Jawbone states that some user data is “aggregated 
into anonymized system usage statistics” and will hence be kept even after account deletion. [3]

findings
a study into current commercial fitness band vulnerabilities has revealed that 7 of the 8 most popular 
fitness band models have an unchanging ble private address. [3] this is a major security flaw that 
would allow third parties to track the device user, their activities and location. furthermore, earlier 
models of fitness bands, such as the fitbit classic, stored user login information in cleartext. [4] While 
the fitbit classic is no longer on the market, it is possible 

a study of the fitbit flex revealed that the device collects more information than it provides the user, 
as it logs step data every minute, but displays live data in five minute intervals. [2] the authors also 
discovered a “live data mode” of the system, in which the device is synced to a smartphone that buffers 
and displays the fitbit data without storing it on the phone. these “live data” packets did not employ 
randomised encryption. by having the knowledge of the structure of the packets, the application code 
was modified to insert fake data into the live mode. this could potentially mean that a tech-savvy user 
could modify the application in order to exaggerate their fitness achievements for their own gain. in 
addition, the cloud system of fitness devices does not check the data for consistency, which can mean 
that fake data insertion attacks could go undetected by the device. 

While integrating wearable fitness devices into the medical system would present many challenges 
from the perspective of device security, a comprehensive hospital cloud storage system presents many 
benefits to both patients and medical professionals. the most prominent example of this is the es-
tonian e-health system that contains medical files of its 1.3 million citizens. [5] the unified e-health 
system has increased the productivity of medical professionals by automating medical administration 
tasks, such as fast medical record exchange between hospitals and digital prescriptions. integrating 
iot devices such as wearable fitness bands into a hospital cloud system would allow for live medical 
updates of in and out patients, as well as a more comprehensive medical database.

fUtUre Work
this study is part of an ongoing University of adelaide cyber security honours project and the current 
findings present a work in progress. Upon an in-depth study of fitness band security, privacy and reliabil-
ity, this project will perform more technical experimentation that will be tailored towards the medical in-
tegration of these devices. further research into the challenges of cloud service reliability in terms of a 
hospital system will also be performed to determine fitness band suitability for a hospital environment.

Keywords: iot, medical security, fitness band, health tracking, cloud security
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petko Stefanov is a 4th year honours student studying a bachelor of electrical and electronic engi-
neering at the University of adelaide. he is part of the collaborative group of 10 students undergoing 
the 2016 cyber security and egovernment study tour to the republic of estonia. as well as this, his 
current honours project is an in depth analysis of the security implemented in the near field com-
munications (nfc) protocol. during the study tour, Petko aims to develop his skills and understanding 
of cyber security to further develop his research of nfc as well as other security concepts employed 
in the industry, through the participation in the 2016 cyber security summer school organised by 
the information technology foundation in collaboration with tallinn University and the University of 
adelaide.

prescient Kannampuzha is a 4th year honours student currently studying for a bachelor of electrical 
and electronic engineering degree & bachelor of computers and Math sciences degree at the Uni-
versity of adelaide. he is one of the 10 students attending icr 2016 as part of a cyber security study 
tour to estonia, which is conducted in collaboration with students from tallinn University of technol-
ogy. he has a variety of research interests in fields such as iot security, secure communication, and 
control systems security. he is currently writing an ongoing thesis on the ’security investigation of 
a can bus iot network implementation and its interface to the internet’. he endeavours to develop 
more security focused skills, to gain more knowledge about iot security and to make a positive con-
tribution to these fields. he likes new experiences and to challenge himself in pursuit of personal and 
academic growth. in his spare time, he enjoys to relax by playing games.

Sandra Särav is a junior researcher at tallinn law school of tallinn University of technology and 
a Phd candidate at University of lausanne, switzerland, writing her doctoral thesis on the topic of 
data transfer of eU citizens’ personal data to third countries. in tUt, she lectures on european Union 
law and legal framework of e-solutions, manages the law school projects, and has contributed to 
several research articles in the field of law and technology. sandra obtained her bachelor’s degree in 
european Union and international law in 2013 and her master’s degree in law and technology with 
specialisation in intellectual property rights in 2015, writing her master’s dissertation on the effec-
tuation of a borderless digital citizen on the example of estonian e-residency. earlier this year she 
completed her in-service-training at the european commission digital single Market team, being a 
stagiaire at the cabinet of Vice-President andrus ansip for 5 months. she mainly worked on topics of 
e-governance, cybersecurity, data flows, and data protection in the digital era.

Tiia Sõmer is an early stage researcher at tallinn University of technology. her research focuses 
on cyber crime and cyber forensics, leading tUt work on the eU e-criMe project. e-criMe is a 
three-year european Union project, researching the economic aspects of cyber crime. in addition to 
research, she has undertaken teaching of cyber security at strategic level and preparing students 
for cyber-defence international policy-level competitions. before starting academic career, she has 
worked for more than twenty years in the estonian defence forces, filling various positions at dif-
ferent levels. this work included teaching at staff college as well as working in diplomatic positions 
at national, nato and eU levels. her Master thesis concentrated on using gamification and serious 
games in teaching cyber security in high schools in estonia. the thesis was entitled “educational 
computer game for cyber security: a game concept”. she is currently conducting Phd level studies, 
focusing on cyber crime.

Tõnu Mets is a Phd student at the University of tartu school of law. his research focuses on evidence 
and procedural law, particularly the admissibility and evidentiary value of digital evidence. his Phd 
project “applicability of general rules of evidence to digital evidence” will analyse how general rules 
of evidence apply to digital evidence. he gives lectures on digital evidence at the University of tartu’s 
Master’s Programme in information technology law. outside the academic field he is a member of the 
estonian bar association and works as a court attorney, specializing in litigation and dispute resolution. 
he consults and represents clients in the field on civil law, specializing in business law, contract law 
and family law. he has been a legal advisor to appeal and cassation teams in criminal cases involving 
digital evidence. he has additional experience working at a bailiff’s office and has practiced civil law at 
a county court.




